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Summary

Background Neurofilament light chain (NfL), a neuronal cytoskeletal protein that is released upon neuroaxonal injury, is associated with multiple sclerosis (MS) relapsing activity and has demonstrated some prognostic ability for future relapse-related disease progression, yet its value in assessing non-relapsing disease progression remains unclear.

Methods We examined baseline and longitudinal blood NfL levels in 1421 persons with relapsing MS (RMS) and 596 persons with primary progressive MS (PPMS) from the pivotal ocrelizumab MS trials. NfL treatment-response and risk for disease worsening (including disability progression into the open-label extension period and slowly expanding lesions [SELS] on brain MRI) at baseline and following treatment with ocrelizumab were evaluated using time-to-event analysis and linear regression models.

Findings In persons from the RMS control arms without acute disease activity and in the entire PPMS control arm, higher baseline NfL was prognostic for greater whole brain and thalamic atrophy, greater volume expansion of SELs, and clinical progression. Ocrelizumab reduced NfL levels vs. controls in persons with RMS and those with PPMS, and abrogated the prognostic value of baseline NfL on disability progression. Following effective suppression of relapse activity by ocrelizumab, NfL levels at weeks 24 and 48 were significantly associated with long-term risk for disability progression, including up to 9 years of observation in RMS and PPMS.

Interpretation Highly elevated NfL from acute MS disease activity may mask a more subtle NfL abnormality that reflects underlying non-relapsing progressive biology. Ocrelizumab significantly reduced NfL levels, consistent with its effects on acute disease activity and disability progression. Persistently elevated NfL levels, observed in a subgroup of persons under ocrelizumab treatment, demonstrate potential clinical utility as a predictive biomarker of increased risk for clinical progression. Suppression of relapsing biology with high-efficacy immunotherapy provides a window into the relationship between NfL levels and future non-relapsing progression.
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**Research in context**

**Evidence before this study**
Elevated neurofilament light chain (NfL) levels can reflect neuroaxonal injury and are abnormally increased in the cerebrospinal fluid and blood of persons with multiple sclerosis (MS) compared with healthy individuals of similar age. To date, the abnormal elevations in MS have been best linked with injury from acute (relapsing) disease biology as they (i) correlate well with the development of new focal inflammatory lesions (eg, T1-weighted gadolinium-enhancing lesions) and clinical relapses; (ii) can predict future relapse-related worsening of disability; and (iii) are decreased with therapies that effectively limit the development of new disease relapses. Current literature is mixed with regard to potential correlations of NfL with clinical progression outcomes, which typically have not distinguished progression due to relapse-biology (both clinical and subclinical) from progression that is relapse-biology independent. An important outstanding question is whether NfL measurements can be used to assess and predict injury from non-relapsing progressive disease.

**Added value of this study**
We postulated that suppression of relapsing biology with high-efficacy immunotherapy in patients assessed for outcomes of progression with sufficient duration of follow-up might allow definition of the relationships between NfL, non-relapsing progressive disease biology, and future progression of clinical disability. Our study utilises 3 large, well-characterised clinical datasets in persons with either relapsing MS (RMS) (OPERA I and II) or primary progressive MS (PPMS) (ORATORIO), with up to 9 years of long-term follow-up allowing the detailed assessment of baseline and longitudinal NfL levels (11,806 samples from 2194 patients) and long-term progression outcomes including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) quantitation of slowly expanding lesions (SELS), an emerging measure of non-relapsing progressive injury, as well as assessment of insidious clinical progression independent of relapse activity (PIRA). Treatment with ocrelizumab, a B-cell-depleting anti-CD20 antibody with clinical efficacy in both relapsing and progressive MS, provides a useful tool for comparing progression outcomes between persons with different on-treatment NfL levels. We show that beyond highly elevated NfL from acute MS disease activity, a more subtle NfL abnormality is related to insidious progressive biology. While baseline NfL levels strongly associate with MRI worsening (including whole brain and thalamic volume loss as well as SELs), the prognostic relationship between baseline NfL and confirmed disability progression is most evident when measured in persons with PPMS or in those with RMS without acute disease activity. Ocrelizumab, which significantly reduces NfL levels in both RMS and PPMS, also obviates the prognostic relationship between baseline NfL and disease progression. Importantly, ocrelizumab treatment offers a window for assessing and predicting ongoing underlying neuroaxonal injury, as persistently elevated NfL levels measured at week 24 or 48 on treatment (when the abnormality due to acute MS disease activity is removed) are strongly associated with future disease progression in both persons with RMS and PPMS. This key observation was not reported in previous studies examining NfL on other high-efficacy therapies, possibly reflecting smaller cohort size and/or insufficient duration of follow-up to detect the association with insidious non-relapsing progressive injury. Our findings reveal that, beyond the recognised association with acute relapsing MS biology, elevated NfL levels in the absence (or during effective suppression) of acute MS disease activity can reflect injury due to non-relapsing progressive biology.

**Implications of all the available evidence**
A minimally invasive biomarker that could accurately assess the future risk of disease progression would be transformative for the treatment of MS and the development of novel therapies targeting progression. "Silent progression" is incompletely assessed using existing tools, including MRI, and remains an important unmet need in the field. While NfL as a putative biomarker has appeared promising for some time, the ability to dissect out what, if any, component of NfL could consistently and reliably provide information on non-relapsing progressive disease has been elusive. These important data suggest that assessment of NfL in the absence of relapsing disease activity or after abrogation of such activity, in this case by ocrelizumab, reveals the key to utilisation of the remaining abnormality in NfL to assess the risk of persons with MS for future clinical disease progression. Under these conditions, NfL demonstrates the potential to accelerate drug development by acting as an enrichment or treatment-response biomarker for progression in Phase 2 trials, thereby de-risking larger Phase 3 trials, or to ultimately allow physicians to identify persons with MS who have increased risk of progression who require earlier intervention or additional support beyond current high-efficacy therapies that target relapse biology. In addition, ongoing further work to validate NfL as a biomarker in real-world cohorts, including application of normalisation methods to address demographic and disease heterogeneity, and the successful development of NfL assays being considered for regulatory diagnostic usage will be needed to establish NfL measurements in clinical practice.

**Introduction**
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated disorder of the central nervous system (CNS) characterised by acute focal inflammatory injury and chronic compartmentalised CNS inflammation and neurodegeneration. Relapsing MS (RMS) and progressive...
forms of MS, including primary progressive MS (PPMS), are increasingly recognised as part of the same disease continuum, and insidious non-relapsing injury contributing to disease progression is now thought to occur across the continuum, whether in absence of clinically overt relapses.\textsuperscript{7,8} Unlike the injury associated with relapsing disease, the non-relapsing progressive injury, which continues to represent a major therapeutic gap, is less well understood and has been harder to measure, monitor, or predict.

Ocrelizumab, an MS disease-modifying therapy (DMT), significantly reduces relapsing disease activity and partially limits progression of disability in MS.\textsuperscript{3,7} Thus, it provides a valuable tool to interrogate biomarkers, imaging, or clinical metrics across a range of progression outcomes.\textsuperscript{7,24} Neurofilament light chain (NfL) is a marker of neuroaxonal injury in neurological diseases,\textsuperscript{13} including MS.\textsuperscript{1,12} Elevated circulating NfL levels correlate with and may be predictive of MS relapses and acute inflammatory disease activity\textsuperscript{13-15} typically identified as gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing lesions or new/enlarging T2 hyperintense lesions on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as well as measures of CNS injury including accelerated brain volume loss.\textsuperscript{14-16} However, it is unclear whether NfL measurements can capture elements of insidious non-relapsing progressive biology, including chronic active lesions, as partially quantified using MRI-derived measures, such as slowly expanding lesions (SEls).\textsuperscript{17} NfL levels are also impacted by age and body mass index (BMI),\textsuperscript{16,19} potentially necessitating adjustments when evaluating diverse populations and individual cases. NfL reduction is observed with several MS DMTs\textsuperscript{11,15,20-22}, however, its potential utility as a treatment surrogate biomarker beyond reduction of relapses and focal MRI activity remains to be established. The prognostic value of NfL in progressive MS has been investigated\textsuperscript{14}; however, these studies did not distinguish relapse-biology–related progression from progression that is relapse-biology independent, and the evidence remains conflicting.\textsuperscript{25} Identifying a biomarker with treatment surrogacy on non-relapsing disability progression in MS would accelerate clinical development, including in populations with major unmet need.

Here, we analysed 3 large, well-controlled clinical trials in persons with RMS (pwRMS) (OPERA I, OPERA II)\textsuperscript{7,8} or persons with PPMS (pwPPMS) (ORATORIO)\textsuperscript{8} to unravel patterns of both baseline and on-treatment blood NfL elevations and their particular prognostic potential for non-relapsing disease progression, and we assessed the impact of ocrelizumab on levels of NfL and its potential utility as a treatment-effect surrogate biomarker.

**Methods**

**Study population**

Overall, 1421 pwRMS (OPERA I [NCT01247324] and OPERA II [NCT01412333]; randomised to ocrelizumab vs. interferon [IFN] β-1a) and 596 pwPPMS (ORATORIO [NCT01194570]; randomised to ocrelizumab vs. placebo) who consented and provided ≥1 NfL sample were included for post hoc analysis (Supplementary Fig. S1).\textsuperscript{7,8} Subgroups were defined by the presence or absence of acute or recent disease activity at baseline (RMS: Gd-enhancing lesions and/or relapse in prior 3 months; PPMS: Gd-enhancing lesions).

**Ethics**

The current study is a secondary analysis of anonymised patient data from clinical trials fully approved by institutional review boards and local regulatory authorities. All patients provided written informed consent.

**NfL measurements**

Serum NfL (sNfL) and/or plasma NfL (pNfL) were measured using the Simoa NfL Advantage V1 Kit (HD-X, Quanterix)\textsuperscript{25}; sNfL and pNfL levels were highly correlated.\textsuperscript{27} Baseline sNfL levels were used to assess NfL distribution and prognostic value across trials. Treatment response for NfL and on-treatment NfL associations were assessed using available longitudinal serum samples (baseline and weeks 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96) in pwRMS (OPERA I/II) and plasma samples (baseline and weeks 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120) in pwPPMS (ORATORIO).

**MRI and clinical outcome measures**

Definitions of MRI and clinical outcomes are provided in Supplementary Table S1. New or enlarging T2 lesions were enumerated as the total number of such lesions identified on brain MRI from baseline to the end of the controlled treatment period. Annualised percent change in whole brain volume (BV) and thalamic volume (THV) change were calculated from week 24 (rather than baseline, to account for potential rapid volume changes related to resolution of acute inflammation) to the end of the controlled treatment period. SELs were identified as concentrically and constantly expanding existing T2 lesions from baseline to the end of the controlled treatment period.\textsuperscript{17} Clinical worsening was defined as 24-week confirmed disability progression (CDP) on the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) from the time of NfL measurement to week 96 in OPERA I and II (independent replicate cohorts and combined cohort) or to week 144 in ORATORIO (controlled treatment period), or to week 432 (open-label extension [OLE]). The comparison EDSS was the baseline value when no CDP event occurred prior to NfL measurement, or a re-baselined EDSS value when a CDP event occurred prior to NfL measurement. The re-baselined EDSS value at the time of NfL measurement was also used as the comparison EDSS in a sensitivity analysis. Exploratory clinical outcomes included 24-week CDP on the Nine-Hole Peg Test (9HPT) (20% worsening), Timed 25-Foot
Walk (T25FW) (20% worsening), Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) (≥4-point reduction, OPERA), progression independent of relapse activity (PIRA) on EDSS (OPERA), time to walking-aid dependence (EDSS 6; OPERA), time to wheelchair dependence (EDSS 7; ORATORIO).

Statistics
Factors affecting baseline NfL levels
A healthy donor (HD) cohort (n = 118) of similar age range (24–66 years) enabled calculation of age-adjusted NfL levels for comparison across cohorts. Baseline (unadjusted and adjusted) and on-treatment (adjusted) values were compared between MS populations and with those of HDs using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test. Relationships between baseline disease characteristics (independent variables) and NfL levels (dependent variable) were determined by (1) a basic linear regression model that included adjustments for sex (self-reported by participants), age, region (US vs. rest of world), and study for RMS (OPERA I vs. II); and (2) a multiple linear regression (MLR) model that included covariates from (1) plus body weight, years since MS symptom onset, years since last relapse (OPERA), prior MS treatment (bivariate), T1 Gd-enhancing lesion count, log-T2 lesion volume (T2LV), EDSS, 9HPT (seconds), T25FW (seconds), SDMT (OPERA), and Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (ORATORIO). A stepwise (forward and backward) selection by minimising the Akaike information criterion was used to identify significant variables in the MLR model.

Baseline NfL levels and association with MRI outcomes
All model equations are provided in Supplementary Table S2. Relationships between baseline log-NfL levels (independent variable) and MRI outcomes were examined using the negative binomial model (for new/enlarging T2 lesions) and MLR models (for BV and THV change), adjusted for the same covariates. The number of SELs, baseline T2LV of lesions subsequently defined as SELs, change in SEL-related T1 volume, and change in T1 signal intensity within SELs during the controlled treatment period were compared between persons with high or low baseline NfL using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

NfL levels and association with clinical outcomes
The relationship between baseline or on-treatment NfL (bivariate independent variable using baseline median as putative threshold) and subsequent clinical progression (dependent variable) was assessed using a log-rank test (unadjusted) and Cox regression (adjusted for age, sex, region, baseline Gd + lesion count, baseline T2LV, and baseline EDSS). Relationships between baseline log-NfL levels (continuous independent variable) and subsequent clinical progression (dependent variable) were assessed using Cox regression (same adjustments as bivariate analysis). This analysis was performed within each treatment arm and in the combined treatment arms (including NfL-arm interaction variable to assess potential interaction effect).

Identification of an NfL threshold for disease progression risk in this dataset was performed by evaluating all observed unadjusted NfL values and by calculating the positive predictive value (PPV) and 1 minus negative predictive value (1-NPV) corresponding to the likelihood of 24-week CDP on EDSS ≤5 years following NfL measurement in the high and low NfL groups, respectively. The optimal NfL threshold was defined as the value at which there was greatest apparent separation between PPV and 1-NPV. To assess whether disease progression risk stratification improves with age adjustment, we used the same method to identify a threshold for age-adjusted on-treatment NfL levels.

Effect of ocrelizumab treatment on NfL levels
On-treatment NfL levels (dependent variable) in persons receiving ocrelizumab vs. IFN (OPERA I/II) or placebo (ORATORIO) were compared using a mixed model of repeated measures (MMRM) adjusting for log-baseline NfL, region, and baseline EDSS. Changes from baseline NfL levels were analysed by log-transformed concentrations and reported as geometric means and geometric mean ratios in each treatment arm.

Factors impacting on-treatment NfL levels
Associations between age-adjusted log-NfL levels measured at the end of the controlled treatment period (dependent variable) and MRI measures of insidious progressive injury (independent variable), including the baseline SEL-related T1 volume and BV change (week 24 to end of the controlled treatment period), were determined in each treatment arm using MLR adjusting for weight, sex, study, geographic region, and new or enlarging T2 lesions to account for potential confounding due to demographics and disease activity.

Surrogate treatment biomarker evaluation
Evaluation of candidate surrogate markers for treatment response on clinical progression was assessed by testing the effect of treatment on progression conditional on the surrogate by using Cox regression in the combined treatment arms of OPERA I and II or ORATORIO. A surrogacy relationship was defined as a reduction in the ocrelizumab treatment hazard ratio on clinical progression (24-week CDP during the controlled treatment period) following adjusting for surrogate markers, compared with the unadjusted treatment arm effect size. Candidate surrogate markers included on-treatment (week 48) log-NfL levels, new/enlarging T2 lesions from baseline to week 48, and BV change from baseline to week 48.
Statistical analyses were performed in R (v4.0.3) and associated packages (stats, DescTools, MASS, survival, ggplot). Results for all described analyses are provided.

Role of the funders
F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. provided funding and contributed to study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, and writing of the report.

Results

NfL study population
In total, 11,806 NfL samples were collected across 2194 participants (OPERA I, n = 787; OPERA II, n = 790; ORATORIO, n = 617), and longitudinal samples were available in 1835 (OPERA I, n = 672; OPERA II, n = 674; ORATORIO, n = 489) participants. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were comparable between the NfL study and intention-to-treat populations (Table 1, Supplementary Table S3). Baseline NfL distributions were similar in pwRMS from OPERA I and II (Fig. 1a); therefore, data were pooled (n = 1577) for subsequent analysis.

NfL in MS and factors affecting baseline NfL levels
Baseline sNfL levels were elevated in pwRMS (12.1 [11.6–12.5] pg/mL) and pwPPMS (10.9 [10.4–11.3] pg/mL) vs. HD (7.2 [6.6–7.7] pg/mL; geometric mean [95% CI]), all P < 0.0001 [K–S test] (Fig. 1).26 Persons with acute disease activity showed the greatest NfL elevation vs. HD (RMS, 16.2 [15.3–17.1] pg/mL; PPMS, 14.4 [14.1–15.9] pg/mL; vs. HD 7.2 [6.6–7.7] pg/mL, all P < 0.0001 [K–S test]), while those without acute disease activity showed a more subtle albeit significant elevation (RMS, 8.9 [8.5–9.2] pg/mL; PPMS, 9.9 [9.5–10.3] pg/mL; vs. HD 7.2 [6.6–7.7] pg/mL, all P < 0.0001 [K–S test]). Upon age-adjustment (Supplementary Fig. S2),26 in persons with acute disease activity, NfL was elevated in pwRMS (12.7 [11.9–13.5] pg/mL) vs. pwPPMS (8.4 [7.6–9.4] pg/mL), P = 0.0012 [K–S test]. In persons without acute disease activity, no difference was observed in age-adjusted NfL levels between pwRMS (5.6 [5.4–5.9] pg/mL and pwPPMS (5.3 [5.0–5.5] pg/mL); however, both groups remained elevated compared with HD (4.1 [3.9–4.4] pg/mL, all P < 0.0001 [K–S test]).

MLR modelling showed that higher baseline NfL levels were independently associated with greater Gd-enhancing lesion count, higher T2LV, shorter disease duration, higher EDSS, shorter duration since last relapse (RMS), lack of prior treatment, and lower body weight in both pwRMS and pwPPMS (Supplementary Fig. S3, Supplementary Table S4). In pwPPMS, older age, higher T25FW, and higher 9HPT were also independently associated with higher NfL in addition to the aforementioned characteristics.

Baseline characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline characteristics</th>
<th>OPERA I and II (NfL study population)</th>
<th>OPERA I and II (ITT population)</th>
<th>ORATORIO (NfL study population)</th>
<th>ORATORIO (ITT population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (range), years</td>
<td>38 (18–55)</td>
<td>38 (18–56)</td>
<td>37 (18–55)</td>
<td>38 (18–56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>447 (61.8)</td>
<td>476 (61.6)</td>
<td>552 (66.4)</td>
<td>541 (65.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
<td>254 (36.2)</td>
<td>244 (33.9)</td>
<td>277 (33.1)</td>
<td>286 (34.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region USA, n (%)</td>
<td>175 (25.0)</td>
<td>181 (25.1)</td>
<td>219 (26.4)</td>
<td>217 (26.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, median (range), kg</td>
<td>75 (121-163.6)</td>
<td>75 (38-170)</td>
<td>75 (42-163.6)</td>
<td>75 (38-170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years since MS diagnosis, median (range)</td>
<td>1.6 (0-28.5)</td>
<td>1.8 (0-28.9)</td>
<td>1.7 (0-28.5)</td>
<td>1.8 (0-28.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years since last relapse, median (range)</td>
<td>0.4 (0-1.1)</td>
<td>0.4 (0-1.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0-1.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0-1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with T1 Gd+ lesions, n (%)</td>
<td>273 (33.3)</td>
<td>289 (40.6)</td>
<td>347 (39.8)</td>
<td>333 (40.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of T1 Gd+ lesions, median (range)</td>
<td>0 (0-54)</td>
<td>0 (0-56)</td>
<td>0 (0-54)</td>
<td>0 (0-56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of T2 lesions, median (range)</td>
<td>42 (0-226)</td>
<td>39 (1-209)</td>
<td>42 (0-226)</td>
<td>40 (1-233)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 lesion volume, median (range), mL</td>
<td>6.2 (76.1)</td>
<td>5.2 (96)</td>
<td>6.2 (76.1)</td>
<td>5.2 (96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS score, median (range)</td>
<td>2.5 (0-6)</td>
<td>2.5 (0-6)</td>
<td>2.5 (0-6)</td>
<td>2.5 (0-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9HPT score, median (range)</td>
<td>22.4 (15.1-14.9)</td>
<td>22.4 (10.3-30.0)</td>
<td>22.2 (13.1-14.9)</td>
<td>22.2 (10.3-30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T25FW score, median (range)</td>
<td>5.5 (4-116.3)</td>
<td>5.6 (2-149.8)</td>
<td>5.5 (2-178.0)</td>
<td>5.6 (2-149.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum NfL, median (range), pg/mL</td>
<td>10.4 (7.2-239)</td>
<td>10.7 (2.2-220)</td>
<td>10.4 (7.2-239)</td>
<td>10.7 (2.2-230)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no appreciable differences in baseline demographics, clinical measures, and MRI characteristics between the NfL study population and ITT populations of OPERA I and II and ORATORIO. Compared with OPERA I and II, persons in ORATORIO were on average older, had greater disease burden (greater T2 lesion volume and higher EDSS), and had less disease activity (fewer patients had T1 Gd+ lesions) at baseline.9HPT = Nine-Hole Peg Test; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; Gd = gadolinium; IFN = interferon; ITT = intention to treat; MS = multiple sclerosis; NfL = neurofilament light; OCR = ocrelizumab; PBO = placebo; T25FW = timed 25-foot walk. *Safety assessment population patients who completed baseline serum collection in OPERA and ORATORIO.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics in the NfL study population and ITT population.
Baseline NFL levels and impact on disease outcomes

A simple median threshold (RMS, 10.6 pg/mL; PPMS, 10.3 pg/mL) was initially used to assess the relationship between high baseline sNFL and subsequent MRI and clinical outcomes. In both pwRMS and pwPPMS, high baseline NFL was prognostic for greater THV (Fig. 2) and BV reduction (Supplementary Fig. S4) during the controlled treatment period. Ocrelizumab treatment was associated with lesser BV and THV reduction in both high and low NFL groups in pwRMS and showed similar trends in pwPPMS. Moreover, high baseline NFL was associated with greater SEL count and SEL-related T2LV and was prognostic for greater SEL-related T1 volume expansion and T1 intensity reduction (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. S5).

High baseline NFL was also prognostic for clinical progression (24-week CDP) in pwRMS receiving comparator therapy (HR = 1.8 [1.0–3.4]; P = 0.045) and in pwRMS without acute disease activity receiving comparator therapy (HR = 2.5 [1.3–5.0]; P = 0.006 [log-rank]) but not in all pwRMS regardless of disease activity (HR = 1.4 [0.8–2.2]; P = 0.21 [log-rank]) (Fig. 4). Adjustment for acute disease activity using a Cox model did not uncover an association between baseline NFL and CDP in all pwRMS receiving comparator therapy. Baseline NFL was not associated with CDP in pwRMS or pwPPMS receiving ocrelizumab.

Analysis of baseline log-NFL as a continuous variable confirms its prognostic relationship with MRI outcomes (BV and THV change, new/enlarging T2 lesions) in both populations and with clinical progression (24-week CDP) in pwRMS without disease activity and pwPPMS receiving comparator treatments (Supplementary Fig. S6, Supplementary Table S5). Moreover, baseline NFL level was associated with exploratory clinical outcomes PIRA (RMS), EDSS 6 (RMS), and 9HPT progression (RMS and PPMS) only in pwRMS without disease activity and in pwPPMS receiving comparator treatment (Supplementary Table S5).

Interactions between high baseline NFL and treatment arm were detected for some outcomes including new/enlarging T2 lesions (RMS; P < 0.01 [negative binomial]), thalamic volume change (PPMS; P < 0.001 [linear model]), EDSS and PIRA (RMS without disease activity; all P < 0.05 [CoxPH]), time to walking aid (RMS without disease activity; P = 0.055 [CoxPH]), and 9HPT progression (RMS and PPMS) only in pwRMS without disease activity and in pwPPMS receiving comparator treatment (Supplementary Table S5).

Effect of ocrelizumab treatment on NFL levels

Significant reductions in NFL levels from baseline were observed at the earliest measured time point (3 months) following ocrelizumab initiation (geometric mean ratio [95% CI]; pwRMS, 0.79 [0.76–0.83]; pwPPMS, 0.88 [0.83–0.93]) and were more pronounced by the end of controlled treatment (pwRMS [96 weeks], 0.56 [0.55–0.58]; pwPPMS [120 weeks], 0.80 [0.76–0.84]) (all P < 0.0001).
Fig. 2: Relationship between baseline serum NfL and thalamic volume reduction during the controlled treatment period in each treatment arm of OPERA I and II and ORATORIO. The mean and 95% CI of percentage volume reduction at each brain MRI time point compared with baseline are shown. In both studies, a greater reduction in THV was observed at the end of the controlled treatment period in persons with high baseline NfL (above median, solid lines) compared with low baseline NfL (below median, dotted lines). Moreover, greater THV reduction was observed in persons randomised to comparator treatment (IFNβ-1a in OPERA, purple; PBO in ORATORIO, grey) vs. ocrelizumab (blue). IFN = interferon; NfL = neurofilament light; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; OCR = ocrelizumab; PBO = placebo; THV = thalamic volume. *Study individuals included persons with RMS with MRI data at weeks 24 and 96 (OPERA I and II) and persons with PPMS with MRI data at weeks 24 and 120 (ORATORIO).

Fig. 3: Relationship between baseline NfL and baseline SEL burden and SEL volume expansion during the controlled treatment period in the ocrelizumab treatment arms of OPERA I and II and ORATORIO. High or low NfL was determined by levels above or below the baseline median. In both studies, NfL elevation at baseline was associated with greater baseline SEL count (a and e), greater baseline SEL-T2LV (b and f), greater SEL-T1LV expansion (c and g), and greater T1 signal intensity reduction within SELs (d and h). The mean and 95% CI of each SEL measure is shown. SEL = slowly expanding lesion; NfL = neurofilament light; OCR = ocrelizumab; T1LV = T1 lesion volume; T2LV = T2 lesion volume; H = high; L = low.
**Fig. 4:** Relationship between baseline NfL and disability progression during the controlled treatment period in each treatment arm of OPERA I and II (a) and ORATORIO (e). High or low NfL was determined by levels above or below the baseline median. NfL elevation at baseline was prognostic for CDP24 only in persons with RMS without acute disease activity receiving IFNβ-1a (c) and in persons with PPMS receiving placebo therapy (e). Baseline NfL was not predictive of CDP24 in persons receiving ocrelizumab treatment (b, d, and f). P values are shown for log-rank tests comparing high vs. low NfL groups. IFN = interferon; NfL = neurofilament light; OCR = ocrelizumab; PBO = placebo; CDP24 = 24-week confirmed disability progression; PPMS = primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RMS = relapsing multiple sclerosis; BL = baseline; H = high; L = low.

**Fig. 5:** Blood NfL levels (GM and 95% CI, top)* and relative change from baseline (% reduction in GM and 95% CI, bottom) during the controlled treatment in OPERA I and II (left) and ORATORIO (right). NfL levels were significantly reduced following ocrelizumab treatment in persons with RMS and persons with PPMS, both vs. comparator treatment and vs. baseline levels. GM = geometric mean; HD = healthy donor; IFN = interferon; NfL = neurofilament light; OCR = ocrelizumab; PBO = placebo; pNfL = plasma neurofilament light; sNfL = serum neurofilament light. *NfL levels from the HD cohort were adjusted to median ages in OPERA (38 years) and ORATORIO (47 years) to determine median, 10th percentile, and 90th percentile levels. †Significant reduction in NfL following ocrelizumab treatment vs. comparator arms; plots show GMs of NfL and 95% CIs.
Moreover, a greater reduction in NfL was observed with ocrelizumab vs. comparator treatments as early as week 24 in pwRMS (−31.7% vs. −20.5%, P < 0.0001 [MMRM]) and week 48 in PPMS (−17.6% vs. −1.9%, P < 0.01 [MMRM]). Strikingly, age-adjusted NfL levels in pwRMS receiving ocrelizumab were reduced to levels observed in HDs by week 96, while NfL reductions in pwPPMS were significant but less pronounced (Supplementary Fig. S8).

Relationship between on-treatment NfL levels and clinical progression
We used ocrelizumab’s ability to robustly suppress acute disease activity as an opportunity to assess the utility of NfL for monitoring risk for relapse-independent clinical progression following treatment initiation. We observed a significant association between high NfL at week 48 (sNfL >10.6 pg/mL in RMS [optimised threshold approximately equalled baseline median], pNfL >7.5 pg/mL in PPMS [optimised threshold was lower than baseline median]) and risk for future 24-week CDP in both pwRMS and pwPPMS receiving ocrelizumab (Fig. 6, Supplementary Fig. S9, Supplementary Table S6), including within the replicate cohorts OPERA I and OPERA II (Supplementary Fig. S10), and in a sensitivity analysis using EDSS re-baselined at time of NfL measurement (Supplementary Fig. S11). The association with risk for CDP was observed at the end of controlled treatment period (HR [95% CI]; RMS, 3.3 [1.2–9.6]; PPMS, 1.7 [1.2–2.5]; all P < 0.05 [CoxPH]) and up to week 432 in the OLE (≤9 years following ocrelizumab initiation) in both populations (RMS, 2.2 [1.5–3.3]; PPMS, 2.2 [1.4–3.3]; all P < 0.001 [CoxPH]). Using these optimised thresholds, 18.9% of pwRMS and 67.3% of pwPPMS receiving ocrelizumab had high NfL at week 48, reflecting risk for future non-relapsing progression.

In pwRMS, high NfL as early as week 24 was also associated with risk for CDP in both treatment arms during the controlled treatment period and in the ocrelizumab arm for the OLE (Supplementary Fig. S12, Supplementary Table S6). Ocrelizumab treatment was still associated with reduced CDP vs. comparator treatment in the low NfL group (HR = 0.52 [0.28–0.97]; P = 0.039 [log-rank]) and showed a trend for reduced CDP in the high NfL group (HR = 0.65 [0.34–1.21]; P = 0.16 [log-rank]), the latter being limited by sample size (27.4% of ocrelizumab arm, 38.2% of IFN arm at week 24).

Age-adjusted on-treatment NfL levels at week 48 showed similar associations with future 24-week CDP up to week 432 in pwRMS (optimised threshold sNfL >7.0 pg/mL) and pwPPMS (optimised threshold pNfL >4.8 pg/mL) (HR [95% CI]; RMS, 1.8 [1.1–2.9]; PPMS, 1.8 [1.2–2.5]; all P < 0.05 [CoxPH]) (Supplementary Figs. S13 and S14, Supplementary Table S7). Using these adjusted thresholds, 14.9% of pwRMS and 50.6% of pwPPMS receiving ocrelizumab had high NfL at week 48.

Factors impacting on-treatment NfL levels
Further investigation into factors driving elevated on-treatment NfL levels identified greater total BV reduction and higher SEL-related T1 lesion volume as...
associated with higher age-adjusted NfL levels at the end of the controlled treatment period in pwRMS and pwPPMS treated with ocrelizumab and with greater new/enlarging T2 lesions in the comparator arms (all \( P \leq 0.05 \) [linear model]; Supplementary Fig. S15, Supplementary Table S8). Additional factors associated with higher on-treatment NfL levels included lower body weight, male sex, and region (US) in both populations (all \( P < 0.05 \) [linear model]).

**NfL as a potential surrogate treatment biomarker**

Adjusting for log-NfL (week 48) as a candidate surrogate marker reduced the ocrelizumab treatment hazard ratio on clinical progression (CDP) during the controlled treatment period in pwRMS (unadjusted HR for OCR vs. comparator 0.65 [0.44–0.94], \( P = 0.023 \); adjusted for NfL, 0.72 [0.49–1.1], \( P = 0.098 \); explaining 22% of treatment effect [all, CoxPH]) and in pwPPMS (unadjusted, 0.71 [0.51–0.99], \( P = 0.045 \); adjusted for NfL, 0.73 [0.52–1.02], \( P = 0.064 \); explaining 6% of treatment effect [all, CoxPH]). Compared with NfL, adjusting for new/enlarging T2 lesions and percent BV change (baseline to week 48) showed lesser impact on treatment effect (explaining 12% and 13%, respectively) in pwRMS (Table 2). In pwPPMS, adjusting for new/enlarging T2 lesions showed a greater impact on treatment effect (unadjusted, 0.76 [0.57–1.00], \( P = 0.049 \); adjusted for T2 lesions, 0.84 [0.63–1.12], \( P = 0.23 \); explaining 33% of treatment effect [all, CoxPH]).

**Discussion**

The potential utility of NfL measurements to assess or predict MS disease progression independent of relapsing disease activity has been unclear. \(^{15,16,24,28}\) While the bulk of abnormal NfL elevation in MS reflects injury from acute relapsing activity, \(^{15,17,19,21}\) we used 3 large, well-characterised MS clinical trials of ocrelizumab to identify a more subtle and previously less appreciated component of NfL abnormality that appears to reflect ongoing progressive biology, with utility for prognosticating relapse-independent disease progression. We observed a modest baseline NfL elevation in both pwRMS without apparent acute disease activity and in pwPPMS that was prognostic for CDP (EDSS, PIRA, EDSS 6, and 9HPT in pwRMS without disease activity and EDSS and 9HPT in pwPPMS). These baseline NfL elevations were also prognostic for greater BV or THV reduction and greater SEL volume expansion in both populations. Together, these findings suggest that such NfL elevation might be explained by injury processes that occur beyond acute “relapsing” disease activity (ie, damage from CNS-compartmentalised chronic active lesions, as well as potentially subpial microscopic inflammatory lesions, and/or neuroaxonal degeneration mediated through non-inflammatory mechanisms).

Ocrelizumab’s ability to effectively suppress detectable acute inflammatory disease activity offered an important opportunity to understand the clinical utility of NfL for monitoring risk for relapse-independent clinical progression. A striking relationship was observed between on-treatment NfL levels, measured as early as week 24 in RMS and week 48 in PPMS, and subsequent risk for CDP ≤9 years following ocrelizumab initiation. Age-adjusted on-treatment NfL levels showed similar associations with CDP, suggesting that this relationship is not driven by an age-related process. On-treatment NfL levels were also associated with BV reduction and SEL volume, supporting the finding that a component of NfL reflects injury from underlying progressive biology. \(^{22,28}\) While other studies examining NfL levels on another high-efficacy therapy, natalizumab, found inconsistent associations with disease progression, \(^{14,26}\) these studies utilised smaller cohorts and/or progression outcomes with limited longitudinal follow-up. Our finding that on-treatment NfL is prognostic for longer-term disease progression is evident in RMS (replicate cohorts) and PPMS patients receiving ocrelizumab treatment and, with further investigation, may extend to persons receiving other high-efficacy DMTs.

Ocrelizumab treatment induced significant and sustained reductions in NfL levels and removed the prognostic value of baseline NfL on clinical progression observed in pwRMS and pwPPMS. A reduction in NfL was observed at the earliest time point tested of 12 weeks, was sustained throughout the treatment period, and was superior to reductions in comparator groups. Although other DMTs also lower NfL levels, \(^{14,15,20}\) the robust treatment effect and ultimate correction into the HD range for pwRMS suggest that ocrelizumab has meaningful efficacy in reducing neuroaxonal injury. An interaction between NfL and treatment arm was observed in some cases, suggesting that patients with high NfL may be at particularly greater risk for progression when receiving placebo or low-efficacy treatment, in this case IFNβ-1a. Ocrelizumab treatment was associated with reduced risk for disease progression after adjusting for baseline NfL, was associated with less BV and THV reduction regardless of baseline NfL levels, and showed lower risk for disease progression regardless of on-treatment NfL levels. These data suggest that ocrelizumab treatment has benefit in persons with MS even when NfL levels are not obviously high and that treatment should not be withheld simply on the basis of NfL levels.

In the large clinical datasets examined here, which are relatively homogeneous in disease status and demographics (including age, 18–55 years at enrolment), simple threshold cut-offs for elevated NfL levels were sufficient to identify a population at greater risk for disease progression. Thresholds for NfL measured via the Simoa assay (sNfL >10.6 pg/mL and pNfL >7.5 pg/mL in RMS and PPMS, respectively) were determined.
using a classical biomarker analysis assessing positive and negative predictive values for the full range of NfL values measured. These thresholds were identified following suppression of acute disease activity with ocrelizumab and reflect the need to assess insidious neuroaxonal injury in the absence of confounding acute disease activity. While these thresholds support risk stratification at the group level, NfL measurements in the current format are not yet ready to provide patient-level prognostic information. Validation of these thresholds, identified through retrospective analysis, in independent clinical trial datasets could help to accelerate drug development while, in real-world settings, normalisation for demographic factors (such as through the use of percentiles or Z-scores) and accounting for a broader range of comorbidities may be needed. Ultimately, achieving a biomarker with reliable and broadly applicable clinical utility, whether at the population or individual patient level, will require replication and/or prospective testing of proposed stratification criteria in multiple large datasets, a clinically validated in vitro diagnostic assay, and a large normative database to adjust for demographic features, including broader age-range, BMI, and comorbidities not routinely captured in clinical trials.11,19,24

Our findings support NfL as a potential surrogate endpoint useful for accelerated development of MS therapies. NfL levels at week 48 exhibited elements of a treatment surrogate biomarker in both pwRMS and pwPPMS. Using NfL levels, as opposed to BV change or new T2 lesions, accounted for the greatest reduction in ocrelizumab treatment hazard ratio on clinical progression in pwRMS, suggesting that NfL may be a better proxy for treatment effect than MRI measures in shorter clinical studies. In pwPPMS, adjusting for new/enlarging T2 lesions observed by week 48 showed a greater impact on ocrelizumab treatment effect. However, in progressive MS studies with active comparator arms, it may nonetheless be worthwhile to evaluate the impact on NfL levels. Validation in independent MS clinical trials would further support NfL as a promising surrogate endpoint for treatments that effectively target progression.

Conclusions

Using large data sets from phase 3 ocrelizumab trials in both pwRMS and pwPPMS, we provide evidence to support NfL as a potentially clinically actionable biomarker. Elevated NfL levels in the absence, or effective suppression, of acute disease activity reflect increased risk for non-relapsing disability progression. The finding that this NfL abnormality is prognostic for SEL volume expansion and disability progression further supports the notion that a more subtle NfL component partially captures chronic smouldering injury related to such non-relapsing progressive biology.
Ocrelizumab induces a rapid and sustained reduction in NfL levels and obviates the prognostic value of baseline NfL levels, consistent with its demonstrated impact on acute disease activity and long-term disability. On-treatment NfL levels show potential utility for risk stratification and exhibit elements of a surrogate biomarker endpoint that, if validated, may help accelerate development of novel treatments that more effectively impact non-relapsing progressive MS.
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